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1. Introduction 

GPS signals can move through waves but passing through solid objects like walls inside a building is incredibly 

difficult. A wide variety of physical barriers and interfaces make it difficult for the device to detect the current location. 

A high standard of positioning technology is needed to incorporate the wide use of localized services. Since outdoor 

positioning technology has already been developed, the research work of high accuracy has been moved from the 

outdoors to the indoors. We need to devise a method to make this happen for accurate location detection inside such 

establishments or any indoor system [1]. 

A sophisticated method is needed to improve the navigation system to pinpoint a user's current location or device 

in indoor positioning [2]. So many researchers have described various methods and technologies. Each research work 

Abstract: Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi) fingerprinting is a remarkable approach developed by modern science to 

detect the user’s location efficiently. Today, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is used to keep track of our 

current location for outdoor positioning. In GPS technology, satellite signals cannot reach indoor environments as 

they are shielded from obstructions so that indoor environments with a lack of Line of Sight (LoS) do not provide 

enough satellite signal accuracy. Since indoor environments are very difficult to track, thus, a wide variety of 

techniques for dealing with them have been suggested. The best way to offer an indoor positioning service with the 

current technology is Wi-Fi since most commercial infrastructure is well equipped with Wi-Fi routers. The use of 

Wi-Fi fingerprinting techniques is becoming more common in the field of indoor positioning systems (IPS). For 

the purpose of indoor location localization, each method for obtaining a Wi-Fi fingerprint has been analyzed and 

discussed in this work. In this study, the majority of the algorithms that are associated with Wi-Fi fingerprinting 

have been interpreted, and the earlier works of other researchers have been critically evaluated, in order to get a 

more in-depth understanding of how the Wi-Fi fingerprinting process works. 
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breeds a way of its own for indoor positioning. Navigation has been crucial in our usual life due to its numerous 

applications in the intelligent world. Smartphones are highly utilized for navigation purposes, and many mobile 

applications can be used easily to know the user’s current location, for example, WhatsApp’s live location feature. 

Such technologies are used to determine the current location of the outdoor environment.  

However, indoor positioning can be a foundation for groundbreaking discoveries in the future. That is the reason 

why an approach for an indoor positioning system is more urgent.  Since the GPS systems are inadequate due to 

barriers or indoor system blockage, Wi-Fi fingerprint processes are an alternative technique to get the current location 

of an indoor positioning device or the user.   

The technologies for indoor positioning are divided into two main areas, one focused on 2D and the 3D models. 

Bluetooth [3] and ZigBee [4], and Wi-Fi as positioning signals mostly use the 2D-based positioning technologies to 

combine space-time and the algorithms of positioning. The 3D-based system is used with infrared [5], ultra-broadband 

(UWB) [6], and ultrasonic [7]. The technology used in a 2D-based system is considerably less expensive than the 3D 

Wi-Fi routers, cutting costs. It has already widely distributed the appropriate network. Therefore, 2D-based systems are 

commonly used all over the world. 

One of the best Wi-Fi technologies in the 2D system is fingerprint positioning, an indoor location research area. In 

contrast, the indoor fingerprint positioning system primarily uses signal fingerprint, which requires signal strength 

gathered from all positions to balance the signal strength calculated in device locations for positioning. The operating 

process for an indoor positioning system dependent on Wi-Fi is shown in Fig. 1[8]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 - Illustration of Wi-Fi fingerprint-based indoor positioning system [8] 

 

In general, the Wi-Fi fingerprint indoor positioning process usually includes two phases: offline and online. In the 

offline phase, the fingerprint database is designed to measure and record Wi-Fi signals from different access points 

(APs) with the received signal strength (RSS). During the online phase, the measurement of the user's RSS is calculated 

using classificational algorithms with the fingerprints in the database [9].  

The fingerprint database can be built with an Internet of Things device (IoT) or smartphone. This database is then 

utilized for training classifiers to predict user positions with the desired target locations in a natural indoor 

environment. A high-performance positioning server stores and predict positions (classification task) in a database. 

Machine learning and deep learning-based classifiers can perform this classification task on the positioning server [10-

13]. The fingerprint positioning technology based on Wi-Fi is shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 - Technology of indoor fingerprint positioning based on Wi-Fi [14] 

 

Wireless Internet-based systems for indoor localizing are typically classified into four categories: RSS-based, 

fingerprint-based, channel state information (CSI) based, and machine-based learning. Each approach has its benefits 

and limits. RSS Based Localization Systems - RSS is information on the physical layer that can be accessed in current 

APs. It is based on how far the target is from the receiver together with the elements of the multipath dynamics. Several 

AP of RSS values is collected and connected to the propagation model for triangulation and target position [15-17]. The 

main benefit of this system is that it is simple, does not require cooperation with transmitters, and is easy to use. 

However, the median error is about 2-4 m [15], which is too rough for many indoor applications requiring greater 

accuracy. 

Fingerprinting Based Localization Systems - The idea of fingerprinting is to create a database by collecting 

extensive signatures, such as a vector of RSS readings for a specific location concerning all the receivers (RXs) in the 

range of the transmitter (TX). The concept of fingerprinting is to build a database by collecting broad signatures such as 

RSS readings for a site concerning all receivers in the transmitter range. Later, if the transmitter is at the same position, 

the same signature is displayed in the database, and the address can be found by locating it. The k-weighted nearest 

node (KWNN) method [18] and another heat map [19] method utilizing similarities between access points will improve 

the accuracy of the localization. Many other fingerprinting approaches are [20-25]. The methods of fingerprinting can 

achieve up to 60 cm of high precision. Such strategies are, however, time-consuming, repetitive, and labor-intensive. 

These are also highly sensitive to minor changes to the environment. For instance, moving or furnishing changes the 

fingerprints, rendering the database useless. 

CSI-Based Localization Systems - CSI-based systems solve all Multipath Components (MPCs). MPCs should be 

dispersed as only signal parameters such as angle of arrival and time of flight are required for the range of LoS. CUPID 

[26] is a design location-based on CSI that calculates the direct path signal angle. It results in an error of location of 5 

m. Single access point-based indoor localization (SAIL) combined the CSI and human activity to measure the direct 

route propagation delay and obtain a 2.5 m precision [27]. The Uricase system [28] has a high 39 cm precision but 

involves a specific circular motion of the human holding tool to mimic many antennas. This technique is not 

appropriate when a misplaced or lost object is located. 

Machine Learning-based Localization Systems - Most of the existing machine learning methods are RSS or 

fingerprinting. Another category recently introduced for wireless local area network WLAN-sensing and position is 

machine learning (ML) because of prediction and data analysis [29-33]. A significant drawback of ML-based methods 

is the need for a broad training data set. 

The classification of indoor localization systems is listed in Table 1.    

 

Table 1 - Classification of indoor localization systems 

Approaches Benefits Limits 

RSS-Based 

Localization 

Systems 

Simple, 

No need to cooperate with transmitters 

Easy to use 

Require greater accuracy. 
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Fingerprinting-

Based Localization 

Systems 

Achieve up to 60 cm of high precision 

 

Time-consuming, 

Repetitive and 

Labor intensive. 

Highly sensitive 

CSI-Based 

Localization 

Systems 

 

CUPID - CSI results in an error of location 

of 5 m. 

SAIL - CSI of the direct route propagation 

delay is a 2.5 m precision 

Not appropriate when a misplaced or 

lost object is located. 

Machine Learning-

based Localization 

Systems 

Strong functions of prediction 

Vital functions of data analysis 

 

Need for a broad training data set. 

 

The main problem of Wi-Fi fingerprinting or Wi-Fi-based localization of a device is determining the position of 

client devices. Many technologies already exist to solve this problem, relying on four techniques. The techniques are 

received signal strength indication (RSSI), flight time, fingerprinting, and angle of arrival [34]. In most cases, the first 

step is finding the distance between a few access points and the target client device.  

With the help of knowing this distance and through the algorithm, we can successfully obtain the predicted 

location. Wi-Fi fingerprinting process involves pre-installed Wi-Fi access points with adequate accuracy. Comparing 

the indoor and outdoor positioning systems, the indoor system cannot satisfy its user because the accuracy is not precise 

enough [35]. 

Although positioning systems have come a long way in research today, being incorporated in many applications, 

their use is limited due to the inability to narrow down the localization scale. Being used by civilians to be pivotal in 

military units' planning strategies, GPS is important. Understanding this leads us to our aim of making indoor 

navigation a possibility. Of course, all smartphones support the GPS feature, but when it is inactive, it fails to provide 

an accurate location in times of emergency. The approaches for achieving the indoor location techniques have been 

described in various research papers scrutinizing how signal fading and decrease in intensity of GPS waves are 

apparent when barriers get in the way [36].  

According to a report, most people stay indoors about 70% of their time. Understanding indoor activities and 

location can be more significant research involving machine learning in the future. To track the current location, 

massive deployment of Wi-Fi access points is the need of the hour. However, sometimes it fails, sometimes it succeeds 

[37]. 

 

2. Literature Review on Architecture of Wi-Fi Fingerprinting 

Indoor localization architecture has been discussed by Bjorn Greßmann et al. [38]. An indoor technique and an 

established wireless connection are needed to estimate the indoor position. The technique will increase the accuracy, 

and the wireless connection is used to transfer data between the infrastructure and the hand-held devices. A hand-held 

device predicts the location by using data information that the base stations send. Since this works like GPS, back-end 

software is required for this approach. Architecture with several essential layers has been proposed for the indoor 

positioning system, as shown in Fig. 3. The layers are stated as below:  

•  Hardware: Devices like Bluetooth, ZigBee, or WI-FI as transceivers 

•  Positioning: Provides the current location of the hand-held devices 

•  Location AP: Support the fundamental features of the location-based application that will be used 

•  Correction: Reduces the expected error of positioning layer  

• (Geo-) Routing: Offer the information topology, metadata, and the functionality of data processing 

•  Addressing: Unicast, Multicast, Broadcast, and Geo cast communication scheme to send the data to the handheld 

device to navigate the location 

•  Application: Location-aware applications reside in this layer to determine the location of API  
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Fig. 3 - Layered architecture for indoor location-based services [39] 

 

There are two possible positioning scenarios which are self-positioning and distributed positioning.  

In the self-positioning scenario, the mobile device will locate it using data transmitted by various base stations. 

This is a GPS-like situation where satellites transmit data, and the GPS device determines its location. The location 

information is contained within the device and is not known. The system must send its location to use location-based 

services, as demonstrated in Fig. 4 (a). 

The mobile device cannot determine its position for the distributed positioning scenario in Fig. 4(b). This could 

refer to low-cost, low-powered devices that lack computing power or hardware for positioning. Nevertheless, data from 

different base stations installed in the building can still be calculated at the back end of the building. The information 

on the location is kept in the back-end system. Therefore, different services can use this, and the mobile device does not 

need to send this [39].  

 

  
(a)                                                          (b) 

 

Fig. 4 - Positioning scenarios (a) self-positioning and; (b) distributed positioning [39] 

 

In both scenarios, the former seems more likely in the long term because the impact of size and scope economies 

would make putting hardware cheaper. Indoor positioning hardware components could be used for Personal Digital 

Assistants (PDA) and mobile phones to transform them into an independent, universally known resource for location, 

together with the GPS. The latter approach provides the opportunity to provide low-cost products. That situation is also 

in effect because the prices of hardware are dropping. The back-end program should therefore help all scenarios.  

Mi Zhao et al. have discussed an indoor positioning system that is cheaper to set up and is reasonable [40]. They 

used the two-directional access points, and these two directional antennas have been set up on the two sides of the 

indoor room. This system architecture used two phases, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 - System architecture of Mi Zhao model [40] 

 

Based on Fig 5, Radio Signal Strength (RSS) will be collected in the first phase. They used the K- Nearest 

Neighbor Algorithm to process the signal by fingerprinting process. According to Fig 5, when the signal strength is 

stronger from two APs, the system automatically makes a new point for user location identification [40].  

Pavel Davidson et al. [41] used a dead-reckoning algorithm to pinpoint the exact indoor location. For real-time 

pedestrian navigation systems, this method may be implemented. Multimodal distributions and natural solutions for 

construction plans (building planning) are the primary purposes of this algorithm. The equation used for this method is 

shown in equation (1). 

N

kk+1

k+1 k kE

kk+1

cosφP
x =  = x + L

sinφP

   
   

  
                              (1) 

where PN & PE are the user coordinates, Lk traveled the distance from time instance, tk to tk+1, and ψk is the stride 

azimuth [41].  Jiang Long Liu et al. used the K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm to get the nearest fingerprint to find 

the precise location in real-time [42]. They used an office room as an experimental indoor environment. They used the 

theory of online and offline phases with known geographical coordinates of M and reference points (RPs). Considering 

N, APs, the Distance (D) is shown in equation (2); meanwhile, the distances between every RP and N, APs are shown 

in equation (3).                                        

 1 2 M L×M
D = d ,d ...d I                               (2) 

1,1 1,2 1,N

2,1 2,2

M,1 M,2 M,N

r r r…

r r M…
r=

M M MO

r r r…

 
 
 
 
 
  

                              (3)        

Generating the fingerprint vector dk, they used the below formula, shown in equation (4).   
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2
0 r ³r

i=1,...,N,  j = i + 1,...N

 
 
 
 
 
  

      (4)                                     

 

They used the hamming distance equitation to find the K-Nearest fingerprint, as shown in equation (5).  

  J
hm j  = RSS  d      J  = 1,2,3...P                    (5)                                                             

Yu-Shuang Lin et al. used the indoor fingerprint method's neural network and genetic algorithm. They used the 

radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology for this system, LANDARC (Location Identification based on 

Dynamic Active RFID Calibration). They used LANDARC as it is inexpensive. Four methods were used to measure 

the distance, but they used the RFID concept. They also used a backpropagation neural network model to measure the 

location and distance. For RFID, they had the selected active tags. To measure the location distance, equation (6) can 

be used [43].   

                                            0

0

nW × W AF   nW < Cd
P d  = P d  - 10n log  - 

C × W AF     nW³Cd

  
 
 

    (6) 

where P (d) is the measurement of signal intensity at a distance, P(d0) = reference distance signal intensity d0, n is 

the factor of fading, C is the attenuation factor (maximum number), W is the quantity of the walls/barriers/blockage 

between the transmitter and base station, and nW is the number of walls/barriers/blockages between the transmitter and 

the receiver. Yanwei Yu et al. used smartphone-based experiments to get the indoor location. They had four different 

distance measuring methods available, but they chose the ToA (Time of Arrival) method. They used the dynamic 

energy-efficient protocol to establish the target according to the query command, time-division multiple access 

(TDMA). The established system responded in 495.72 ms and brought the signal to the hand-held devices with a mean 

accuracy of 0.99 m.   The estimated distance calculated is using the ToA equation (7) [44]: 

 

                                      
   round reply 4 1 3 2

p

t -t T -T - T -T
d̂=t ×C= ×C= ×C

2 2
                (7)   

                                   

Since d is the approximation of distance, tp is time propagation, and C is the speed of radio propagation in free 

space. V. Prithiviraj et al. described the most cost-efficient method based on Wi-Fi architecture. They used the access 

point (AP) as the resource and RSSI (Received Signal Strength Indicator) to find the mobile device's estimated 

position. They used the kalman filter algorithm to process the data. Received Signal Strength Indicator refers to the 

range estimation between the mobile terminal and the Access Point (AP). They used the long-distance model to get the 

value of the distance of RSSI. The equation used is shown in equation (8). 

     0

0

d
P d dBm  = P d dBm  -10n log  

d

 
 
 

              (8)        

Then, they converted the RSSI value to distance using the below equation, as shown in equation (9). 

                                                              
 n,i i n,i n,i

p  =  k -10γ log d  + φ
                    (9) 

where k is the constant defined (transmitted power, wavelength, antenna height), γ is the slope index, and ψn, i is 

zero mean. If one unit is Xn and another one is Yn, then the distance of dn,i is calculated using the equation shown in 

equation (10). 

             
2 2

n,i n i n i
d = x - a + y - b                              (10)        
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They used the 2D triangulation method to calculate the personal digital assistant (PDA) by estimating the distance 

obtained from RSSI values from three-access points, giving three estimated locations. However, the accuracy of this 

method is still not satisfactory [45]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 - 2D triangulation method [45] 
 

Lersan B. Del Mundo et al. discussed a method where different techniques are used to find the indoor location 

using Wi-Fi fingerprinting. They used three different algorithms to get the value and compared them to get the most 

accurate value and exact method. They used K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN), Naive Bayes Classifier (NBC), and Support 

Vector Machine (SVM) algorithms. These results show that the values obtained by the Native Bayes Classifier and 

Support Vector Machine are quite the same. Based on Fig 7, among these three techniques, the SVM (Support Vector 

Machine) worked well [46].  
 

 
 

Fig. 7 - Result comparison between Naive Bayes, KNN, and SVM [46] 

 

Gokhan Kul used a two-phase method for Wi-Fi fingerprinting. Gokhan Kul claimed that fingerprinting is the 

method of creating a signal strength vector. Every vector of each coordinate is used to determine the user's or device's 

position. One of the perks of this method is that the APs are not required to know the estimated location, i.e., if one AP 

cannot perform for some reason, the localization method will still be performed. 
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Fig. 8 - KNN Algorithm [47] 

 

Based on Fig. 8, the training phase is responsible for creating a database, and the positioning phase calculates the 

user location. Gokhan Kul used the KNN algorithm (K-Nearest Algorithm) [47]. Appala Chekuri and Myounggyu Won 

discussed Wi-Fi fingerprinting using nano-scale unmanned aerial vehicles [48]. They proposed an automated Wi-Fi 

fingerprint process. They implemented the process in a miniature open-source quadcopter platform. They also used the 

two phases of the Wi-Fi fingerprinting process: training and positioning. The RSS (Received signal strength) has also 

been used to create the database. This method is most similar to Gokhan Kul’s Method. In Table 2, the comparison of 

the architectures of Fingerprinting (Indoor Location) is shown. 

 

Table 2 - Comparison of the architectures of fingerprinting (indoor location) 

Authors Techniques Accuracy 

V. Prithiviraj et al. 

Creating RSS 

Convert RSS 

Kalman Filter 

2D triangulation 

Error (Max) =51.478% 

Error (Min) = 46.978% (feet) in 2s 

Lersan B. Del Mundo et al. 

KNN 

SVC 

NBM 

Wi-Fi Signal 

Error per Meter 

KNN=72.94% 

NBC=71.83% 

SVM=82.67% 

Yu-Shuang Lin et al. 
TDMA 

Time of Arrival 
0.55m 

Mi Zhao et al. Wi-Fi Signal 68.9% 

Appala Chekuri & 

Myounggyu Won 

Wi-Fi Signal 

Nano-scale unmanned aerial 

vehicles 

Value not reported 

Gokhan Kul 
Wi-Fi Signal 

KNN 
Value not reported 

Jiang Long Liu et al. 
Fingerprinting 

KNN 
Error 2m 

Pavel Davidson et al. Map Matching Filter 70% 

Link 
Wi-Fi 

RFID 
1.6 m error 

Cheng 
Wi-Fi 

Neural Network 
2.483  
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3. Methodology of Fingerprinting Algorithms 

3.1 KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors) 

KNN is a popular and well-known fingerprinting algorithm. KNN is typically used for the WLAN-based indoor 

positioning system to estimate the fingerprinting method [48]. As mentioned before, based on RSS fingerprinting 

system has two phases. One is the offline phase or training phase responsible for creating the data named a radio map. 

Another is the online positioning or estimation phase used to estimate the user’s or device’s current location. The 

common feature of KNN is to choose the minimum distance to the current measurement in the signal space. In the 

standard form of radio map 1 i j
RSSV , RP .x, RP .y , the RPi.x and RPj.y refer to the location of ith RP. RSSVi of ith RP 

refers to the vector of RSSs. The KNN fingerprinting method can choose the minimum nearest distance from the whole 

signal space to the current measurement. The K-nearest neighbors can be found by calculating the RP of the radio map, 

which considers RSSs tag-based. So, the signal strength vector is  1 2 j n
RSS ,RSS ...RSS ,...,RSS where RSSj is the RSS 

of AP jth, and it can also be NULL if that AP is not heard. So, the Euclidian distance of RSSs for ith RP will be 

calculated as shown in equation (11). 

           
n

2

i ij j

j=1

d = RSS -RSS                            (11)    

Furthermore, KNN also has the online phase where the RSSi values are usually collected from different access 

points. So, gathering the signal is essential [49]. 

 

            
0 1 n

FP = < FP ,FP ,...FP  >                             (12)    

Based on equation (12), FPn may contain multiple vectors. So, the one-point OP for the observed RSSi is shown in 

equation (13).                                                            

 

    
0 1 n

OP = < OP ,OP ,...OP  >                             (13) 

 

That would be compared to the FP vectors in the collected fingerprint database. So, the estimated distance between 

OP and FP will be calculated by equation (14). 

 

   
n

2

i i

i=1

d OP,FP = OP -FP                             (14) 

For setting the k-nearest neighbors, various values of k are used. To prevent over-fitting, the exact value for k 

needs to be selected. There is another distance measure named Hamming distance. Hamming distance is used to 

compare the RSSI values of each position for OP and FP vectors.   

 

3.2   Neural Network Algorithm 

This algorithm was first implemented by Yubin Xu & Yongliang Sun for the indoor positing system using wireless 

fingerprinting.  
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Fig. 9 - Back Propagation (BP) algorithm [51] 

 

They implemented a neural network as artificial information technology [51]. The backpropagation (BP) algorithm 

has been a powerful tool for multi-layer training, as shown in Fig. 9. They considered different APs, RSS data as input, 

and coordinate data as output. After this attempt, the neural network was used for classification and prediction. 

 

3.2 Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Cedric Angelo M. Festin used NBC for the Wi-Fi fingerprinting process to find the indoor location [51]. In this 

classification, every data generated a tuple A attribute value which declares as a1, a2…an. The aim was to classify a 

finite set of labels C using the maximal a posteriori (MAP) approximation as the most probable symbol. This is the 

statement that applies to each label's conditional probability. Here, a set of attribute values are shown in equation (15). 

 

 
j

j 1 2 n
c ÎC

A = arg max P c |a ,a ,...a                            (15) 

 

The equation for the calculation of the two probability mass functions is shown in equation (16). 

                                                                

  
   

 

P c P a|c
P c|a  = 

P a
                                       (16) 

 

Meanwhile, in equation (16), multiple attribute values are calculated by Equation (17).   

                                                     

 
   

 
1 2 n

1 2 n

1 2 n

P c P a ,a ...a |c
P c|a ,a ...a  = 

P a ,a ...a
                (17) 

 

This approach has been used to generalize a smoothing curve over the training data. In M-estimates, the imaginary 

measurement size m is assumed to be equivalent to class values c. The conditional probability for M-estimates is shown 

in equation (18). 

                       
c p

n + m
M = 

n + m
                             (18) 

 

3.3 Support Vector Machine 

SVM generates an input space and finds an optimal hyperplane that splits the dataset into two regions. A 

hyperplane description is as shown in equation (19). 

 

                     T

i
w x  + b = 0                             (19) 

 

In equation (19), x is the RSSI vector in the vector space, w is the weighted vector, b is the bias term, and T is the 

transpose. Getting the distance between a RSSI vector xi, 

T

i
w x +b

w
, equation (20) is used to optimize the maximum 

boundary. 
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              T

i i
min w x +b =1                             (20) 

 

Moreover, specific datasets may not separate. Using linear SVM’s help, different kernels are used to separate RSSI 

values with nonlinear curves if clusters cannot be fully separated, as shown in equations (21-23).   

                                                       

   
d

T
Polynomial x,x = γx x +C                    (21)                                      

    
2

RBF x,x  = exp -γ x-x                       (22)                                                  

   T
SigmoidK x,x = tanh -γx x +C              (23) 

Based on the above equations (21-23), the estimated distance d is the degree of the polynomial, while γ and C are 

used together to optimize the kernel parameters [52] and [53]. In Table 3, the comparison of different algorithms of 

Fingerprinting (Indoor Location) is shown. 

 

Table 3 - Comparison of different algorithms of fingerprinting (indoor location) approaches 

Algorithm Characteristics Infrastructure 

K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN)  Statistical Wi-Fi 

Neural Network (NN)  Optimization Wi-Fi 

Naïve Bayes Classifier  
Multiple Attribute used for M-estimation 

distance Probability 
WI-FI 

Support Vector Machine  Optimization and Maximization Wi-Fi 

 

4. Results and Discussions 

This section discusses the accuracy and error of the Wi-Fi Fingerprinting algorithm of KNN, Naive Bayes, neural 

network, and SVM with the results shown in Fig 10, 11, and 12. In Fig. 10, two Euclidean and Hamming distances 

demonstrate the measured precision using k = 1 to 15 nearest neighbors. T-test P-values indicate that the Hamming 

distance was more effective than the Euclidean distance for one-tail and two-tail testing at 0.000229618 and 

0.000459236, respectively. Selection of k = 5 closest neighbors using Hamming distances has provided the testbed with 

the highest accuracy. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10 - K-Nearest algorithm 

 

Fig. 11 displays the results obtained with different conditional and unconditional probability estimators using the 

Naive Baye algorithm. Using relative frequency and the relative frequency with conditional probability, the Naive 

Bayes classifier achieved a precision of 55.4%. The accuracy is 54.68%, with Laplace at a relative frequency, while 

Laplace at 45.91% is less accurate. Significant improvements were made in both relative frequency and Laplace with a 

conditional m estimation of 2.0, respectively 0.8173 and 0.8101. The tests for Naive Bayes showed that using a 
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smoothing curve led to higher classification rates compared to relative frequencies and the Laplace conditional 

probabilities by avoiding zero probabilities. 

 

 
 

Fig. 11 - Naive Bayes algorithm 

 

SVM implementation results are shown in Fig. 12. Gamma parameters between 1/2 power 0 and 1/2 power seven 

have been tested with a 10fold cross-validation, resulting in an optimum value of 1⁄2 power 1=0.5. The highest 

classification accuracy was achieved in the four kernels tested with a grade 2 polynomial kernel with 82.7%, linear base 

function, and sigmoid kernels with 82.2%, 80.8%, and 74.0%, respectively. Interestingly, while linear kernel 

deployment typically works faster than the polynomial, the accuracies resulting are not significantly different. 

 

 
 

Fig. 12 - Support vector machine algorithm 
 

There are several techniques for Wi-Fi-based indoor positioning. Most of the related works have been described in 

this paper. For inadequate research, the accuracy is not satisfactory. Wi-Fi is the most widespread technology in the 

world. Every person uses Wi-Fi for 30% of his daytime.  

A Wi-Fi-based indoor fingerprinting method is always welcome to detect the exact location with high robustness 

and less infrastructure. Most researchers have used four standard algorithms for this process that has been interpreted 

here. As per the conclusions of various research works, the resulting chart according to the accuracy and error for the 

Wi-Fi fingerprinting algorithm is shown in Fig 13 below.  
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Fig. 13 - Accuracy and error for the Wi-Fi fingerprinting algorithm 
 

NBC and SVM had similar results over k-NN and NNA in general. SVM performed best among three algorithms 

(CA=82.67%), with NBC (CA=81.73%) and K-NN (72.94%) following, respectively, as regards the specific 

classification. This indicates that SVM provided the best accuracy. Nevertheless, in F-measurement, the NBC 

substantially surpassed SVMs (80.85%) and k-NNs (69.23%) with a harmonic average of 86.27%. This results in 

higher levels of recall (higher numbers of accurate positions as a fraction of all the proper position estimates to be 

returned) for NBC than SVM and k-NN. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Implementation of the Wi-Fi Fingerprinting method for indoor positioning technology is becoming popular 

nowadays. Research in this field will always be welcomed since the potential for like technologies and a better 

algorithm is boundless. We have discussed the method and approaches of famous research on indoor positioning 

systems. Their work has been described in detail with the formula and equation in this paper. For how the results of 

these field approaches turned out in the end, a comparison table was constructed on several techniques with respective 

accuracy and error. The accuracy and error results for the Wi-Fi fingerprinting indoor-based location algorithm were 

also described, along with the technique and equations. Support Vector Machine algorithm using Wi-Fi-based indoor 

positioning system had higher accuracy percentage (82.67%), and k-Nearest Neighbor’s algorithm had a lesser error 

(69.23%) for indoor positioning system as shown in Fig 14. Furthermore, the neural network also had great accuracy 

with lesser error. For the future work direction, there is always room for decent improvements. Global positioning 

system, unable to detect the exact location indoors, is only limited to the outdoor environment as GPS signals cannot 

penetrate through solid materials. For indoor positioning, Wi-Fi fingerprinting approaches are used where the result 

may not always be satisfactory. This is because it still has a maximum error percentage. Therefore, more research is 

needed to trim down the error and increase the accuracy to establish technology as satisfactory as the GPS, among the 

users. 
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